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PRESS NOTE

A grand Passing Out-cum-Attestation Parade of 232 (Mahila) Bn of CRPF-the largest
paramilitary force of the world was organized in Group Centre-II, CRPF, Ajmer. Shri K. Durga
Prasad, IPS, Director General of Police was chief guest on the occasion. 232 (Mahila) Bn is the forth
Mahila Bn of CRPF. Shri Lal Chand Yadav, Commandant, 232 (Mahila) Bn administered oath of
service to the nation & loyalty to the 567 Mahila recruits. Like other Bns of CRPF, 232 (Mahila) Bn
too is a mini India, as personnel in the Bn belongs to almost all states of India. During the period of 44
weeks of rigorous training, Mahila recruits were trained in physical training, UAC, Yoga, BPET,
BOAC, Foot drill, Arms drill, Jungle Warfare, IED, GPS, Fire fighting, Internal security, Intelligence
etc. There were indoor classes also organized on various subjects. Since this Bn is to be deployed in
LWE theatre, the training remain focussed on anti-naxal operations.

Chief guest Shri K. Durga Prasad, IPS said in his address that CRPF is deployed in all
parts of India and fighting successfully with militancy in J & K, insurgency in north east and maoist
insurgency. He emphasized upon that training is a continuous process and it should never stop. We
should always be ready to learn new things with open mind. He also said that there will be a difference
in training atmosphere and real deployment, but a quality training will never let you down and we can
cope up with any challenges. He expressed his confidence that 232 (M) Bn will surely perform and
bring laurels to the force.

Four trainees were adjudged best and awarded with trophies and commendation
certificates. These were CT/GD Priyanka Ekka- Best trainee outdoor, CT/GD Banti Kumari- Best
trainee indoor, CT/GD  Bimala Debbarman-Best firer and CT/GD Lohar Vaishali Manohar-All round
best trainee.

After the grand parade, some exciting demonstrations were shown like UAC &
breaking techniques, Quick Arms Drill and Magic of Unity.

Shri Brighu Srinivasan, IPS, IGP, Rajasthan Sector, CRPF, Shri M.S. Shekhawat,
DIGP, GC-II, CRPF, Ajmer, Shri J.N. Kohli, DIGP (Range), Ajmer, Shri B.S. Sharma, DIGP,
Rajasthan Sector were among the distinguished guests.

Shri Lal Chand Yadav, Commandant, 232 (Mahila) Bn welcomed the chief guest and
Shri M.S. Shekhawat, DIGP, GC-II, CRPF, Ajmer proposed the vote of thanks.
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